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 To: MARKT SR CONSULTATION
 Subject: Reply to consultation – Citizen

     Dear Sir/Madam,

I send you my opinions about Consultation on Reforming the structure of 
the EU banking sector.

Q1) Can structural reform of the largest and most complex banking groups 
address and alleviate these problems? Please substantiate your answer.

A1) Yes. Total separation of speculative and social beneficial 
activities is very important. This separation must apply to all current 
banks.
It is important for clients to know were their savings are, in a low 
risk deposit or in a high risk investment.
It is important for society and government to know that they are only 
assuring savings of their citizens and no other activities.

Q2) Do you consider that an EU proposal in the field of structural 
reform is needed?
What are the possible advantages or drawbacks associated with such 
reforms? Please substantiate your answer.

A2) An EU proposal is needed to set at least a minimum regulation. This 
way all citizens will be protected enough. Reform must be based on 
social benefit principles and subordinate EU banking sector to social needs.

Q3) Which of the four definitions is the best indicator to identify 
systemically risky trading activities? If none of the above, please 
propose an alternative indicator.

A3) Number 1. HLEG definition.

Q4) Which of the approaches outlines above is the most appropriate? Are 
there any alternative approaches? Please substantiate your answer.

A4) Ex ante separation seems the most promising alternative because 
transition time and legal uncertainty will be minimized.
Goal must be to separate activities in all EU banks, but legislation can 
establish different thresholds, type of assets and timing to simplify 
their plication.

Q5) What are the costs and benefits of separating market-making and/or
underwriting activities? Could some of these activities be included in, 
or exempt from, a separation requirement? If so, which and on what basis?

A5) Benefits are a better separation of capitals based on their use and 
social impact. People will have a better knowledge about how their 
savings are used. Because their special needs in term of coverage and 
core capital, underwriting activities must be separated in a third group 
(TE, DB, UW).
A possible drawback is the limitation of capital flows for real and 
social economy if DB restrict loan and credit to companies.
Underwriting activities must be separated from other types of financial 
activities.
I'm in doubt about market-making. On one side ensuring people savings, 
on the other adequately funding companies on real economy. It's a 
complex situation.

Q6) Should deposit banks be allowed to directly provide risk management 
services to clients? If so, should any (which) additional 
safeguards/limits be considered?

A6) I think it is better to put risk management out of deposit banks, 
mainly in underwriting companies. Also I think it's better a liability 
insurance than financial markets' products for companies financial 
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coverage. I suspect that underwriting and their promotion is good for 
society.

Q7) As regards the legal dimension of functional separation, what are 
the costs and benefits of regulating intra-group ownership structures?

A7) Regulating intra-group ownership seems a complex task. To 
effectively separate ownership of intra-group DB and TE entities, strong 
limitations must be enforced. It's simpler to completely separate 
ownership as independent companies.

Q8) What are the relevant economic links and associated risks between 
intra-group entities?

A8) Main links are that of ownership, governance and control from one 
entity over other. This could be a severe limitation to accomplish a 
clear separation of risks and fundraising sources of each kind of activity.

Q9) As regards full ownership separation, what are the associated costs 
and benefits?

A9) Benefits are that really little regulation is needed and that 
separation of activities, associated risks and sources of fundraising 
are clearer.
As costs I can mention difficulty to finding investors to fund the new 
entities and how to manage asset selling from current banks to new TE.

Q10) Does the above matrix capture a sufficiently broad range of 
structural reform options?

A10) I think it's enough.

Q11) Which option best addresses the problems identified? Please 
substantiate your answer.

A11) I think option "I" must be the goal to achieve. Also option "H" 
could be.
It's important to use social benefit criteria (not only risk) to 
segregate financial activities between TE and DB. In doubt, activity 
must be marked as trading activity.
Separation must be done the strongest way to assure undesired capital 
flows not to occur and good risk isolation between entities.
Then with more and littler banks and a better separation of financial 
activities, the situation of 'too big to fail' could be managed.

     Yours faithfully
  Javier
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